Pokemon: A Darkness over the World


Chapter 1: A Powerful Being Created


  One day, a Mew was just flying around in a jungle, just enjoying her day, when all of a sudden, she stops and sees some Team Rocket grunts carrying some sort of strange object with them. "Huh? What is that thing?" she asks herself as she flies down and hides in a bush in order to get a closer look. She looks at what the grunts are carrying, and she sees a weird box that has a picture of a serpent on it. "Hmmm... Whatever is in that box must be really important to them." she says quietly to herself as she flies out of the bush once they pass. She then decides to follow them through the sky to see where they are heading to.


  After about two hours, she finally sees a secret base in the distance. Mew stops as she sees the Team Rocket grunts entering the building. She instantly becomes curious, wanting to see what's going on inside. So she flies to the roof where she sees multiple scientists greeting the grunts and walking with them to an elevator located directly in the center of the room. "I've got to get a closer look. Something really fishy is going on here." she says as she then looks around, looking for a way in. She sees and air duct and heads inside of it to enter the base. She flies in the duct for a bit as she looks for the room where the elevator is located.


  After a moment, she stops in what looks like the Team Rocket lobby. "Wrong room." she says to herself as she flies back up, still looking. After about five minutes, she finds an air duct that leads directly to the elevator room and heads through it. Pretty soon, she arrives in the room. She looks around to make sure that no one is there when she sees two Team Rocket grunts guarding the elevator. "Damnit. This isn't going to be as easy as I thought." she says to herself as she tries thinking of a way to get to the elevator undetected.


  After a minute of thinking, Mew takes a deep breath, then pushing really hard to get the air vent door open. The noise that she makes gets the attention of the two grunts. "Ah shit." she says to herself as she sees them coming over to her location. She quickly gets back in the vent and flies about three feet to the right of the door. Meanwhile, the two grunts check inside the vent, but can't see anything, due to it being a bit too dark for them to see.


  "What do you think caused that noise?" the first grunt asks the second.
  "I don't know. Probably another Dedenne or something." the second grunt replies as he heads back over to the elevator, the first grunt following closely behind. Mew pops her head out, seeing them go back to the elevator, and follows them, making sure not to make a sound. She then quickly flies behind the two as they turn around and get back to guarding the elevator from any possible intruders. She makes a quick diversion by pressing the elevator button and flying up, ready to move once the grunts have taken the bait.


  As the elevator doors open, a slight buzzing noise can be heard from the control pad on the side. The two grunts hear this and turn to see the elevator doors opening, but with no one inside. "Okay. Just what the hell is going on here?" the second grunt then asks.
  "Not sure, but maybe there's a problem with this thing." the first grunt says as he then turns to the second and asks, "Do you think we should get an elevator repair guy in here?"
  "Don't be stupid. The elevator works fine. Somebody probably decided to bring it back up here." the second grunt replies, turned to the first. This gives Mew an opportunity to get inside the elevator before the doors close. She gets in and looks at the control panel. "Hmmmm... Where to go... where to go..." she says, hovering her paw over the buttons. "Eenie meenie minnie mo..." she says to herself as she then presses her paw against the button at the bottom. Immediately, the elevator starts to go down, and Mew gets herself ready, hopefully to arrive at the floor where the Team Rocket grunts and scientists are headed.


  Soon, the elevator stops, and the doors open up. Mew flies out and enters some sort of dark underground laboratory. She sees some shadows of Team Rocket grunts and follows them quickly. Along the way, she passes through a dark hallway with some test tubes of some of the Pokemon experiments that Team Rocket has been working on, such as a grass-type Blastoise, a buffed up Lopunny, a miniature Wailord, etcetera. "Ugh... What has science done to mess with nature?" Mew says, shocked and grossed out as she almost feels like vomiting. However, she moves on and arrives at the heart of the laboratory, where she sees a platoon of Team Rocket grunts and scientists starting at a giant, foggy test tube. One of the scientists, a young man named Froan, walks up to the test tube and exclaims, "It's amazing, isn't it, men? Soon, the whole world will know the power of Team Rocket's latest creation. And it will also know the destruction that it will bring upon it."


  Mew watches, a bit intrigued about what might be in the test tube, as she turns and sees one of the Team Rocket grunts from earlier put the box from earlier on a table next to the test tube. The box is then opened, revealing a dark, black energy stone with powers that could spell destruction to its user's victims. Mew sees the stone, not sure what to make of it, but sure that Team Rocket is not going to be using it for good anytime soon. "Fuse the being in this tube with the stone." Froan then says, chuckling to himself. Immediately, a couple of grunts take the stone to a nearby machine that can fuse Pokemon with whatever stone is placed in the machine. They press a button to fuse the stone into the creation, and the fusion process happens.


  Mew watches the whole thing, a bit scared of what is going to happen, as she suddenly sees a dark light shining out of the corner of her eyes. She looks and sees what looks like a black Mewtwo inside the test tube. Gasping, she decides to hide behind some pipes, one of which is busted apart. "Oh shit... Oh shit... They have done it. They have finally gone over the edge!" Mew says quickly, panicking at the thought of what's next.
  "The process is almost complete." Froan says, laughing evilly for a bit. "Now, awaken, my creation, and show the world your destructive capability!" he announces, his hands raised back as the Mewtwo awakens. Mew watches as the test tube opens and the Mewtwo walks over to Froan. She then gasps when she hears the phrase, "Yes, my creator." Sweat falls rapidly down her fur as she then hears Froan laugh evilly, laughing because his creation is now ready to be unleashed onto the world.

